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Your Greatest Strength can become your Greatest
Weakness: Simple Network Management Protocol
Vulnera
According to the recent press coverage, multiple vulnerabilities have been discovered in the widely used
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). This paper will discuss some of the major vulnerabilities
discovered in SNMP and their potential impact as well as some of the major vendors affected by these
vulnerabilities and possible solutions and alternatives that can be implemented to protect systems from these
vulnerabilities.
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According to the recent press coverage, multiple
vulnerabilities have been discovered in the widely used
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). This paper will
discuss some of the major vulnerabilities discovered in
SNMP and their potential impact as well as some of the
major vendors affected by these vulnerabilities and
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) was developed in
the late 1980’s by the Internet Engineering Task Force to
provide a standard network management protocol to manage
network devices. As its name implies, simplicity was the
focus of this protocol as it was being developed. SNMP’s
ultimate goal was interoperability so it could be widely
used across most all platforms and devices. Its developers
accomplished this goal, as demonstrated by its use in
almost every major networking product on the market.
SNMP’s simplicity was designed to minimize the overhead
needed to run such a protocol and keep the complexity of
network management to a minimum.
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SNMP is a request-reply protocol that runs over UDP (User
Datagram Protocol) on ports, paths into and out of a
computer or network device, 161 and 162. The protocol
operates between a management station, acting as the
control center for network monitoring, and an agent, the
network device that is being managed by the management
station. The management station will send out requests to
the agent for data on configuration, operational status,
and performance statistics. SNMP uses five control
primitives or commands to monitor a network device:
GetRequest/Set Request, GetResponse, GetNextRequest, and
Trap. GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest initiate
data
flows =from
the management
station
to 06E4
an agent
on the
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network. The agent will respond with GetReponse to any of
these primitives. The agent, however, can also send an
uninitiated primitive to the management station using the
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Trap primitive to alert the station of an unusual event
that may need attention.
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It is important to remember that SNMP agents cannot perform
any analysis on the information they collect, they can only
send out a Trap primitive and alert the management station
that they have information to give it. The management
station will then aggregate the data it receives back from
its agents. The burden of actually analyzing and drawing
conclusions from the information provided to the management
station is the responsibility of the administrator
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station.
some
multiple management stations can be run on the same network
and their aggregate data can be sent to a central location
for analysis.
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There are three versions of SNMP in use today - SNMPv1,
SNMPv2, and SNMPv3. The second version of SNMP introduced
new management capabilities including: manager-to-manager
communication to allow multiple station managers to be
running on the same network, enhanced security, and
improved efficiency and performance. The testing that was
carried out by Oulu University Secure Programming Group
(OUSPG) that revealed the vulnerabilities in the protocol
was only performed on SNMPv1. It is believed that similar
vulnerabilities may exist in the later versions of SNMP.
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Recently, a lot of press has been given to the
vulnerabilities the Oulu University Secure Programming
Group (OUSPG) has found in SNMPv1 implementations. But
long before these vulnerabilities were discovered another
vulnerability existed that can have just as much impact on
an organization’s systems as the two new vulnerabilities
brought to light by OUSPG. According to Deborah Radcliff,
“SNMP uses the community name ‘default’… if this community
name isn’t changed, attackers can slip right in and control
SNMP to map your network, change routes of packets and all
kinds of evil things.” (www.computerworld.com - “Cover you
SNMP”) She goes on to say that attackers could even change
IP addresses
andFA27
bring
This
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vulnerability has been public for over two years, but it
still warrants attention because of the amount of network
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exposure that could result if this vulnerability were
exploited.
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A community string or community name is a weak form of
authentication used by SNMP agents and management stations.
An agent can be configured as read-only, read-write, or no
access based on the community string used in the packets
sent to an agent from the management station. Changing the
community string from “default” to another identifier will
help to mitigate the risks presented by this vulnerability.
However, the community string is not encrypted in the
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string is sent in plain-text, leaving it open to possible
packet sniffing by would-be attackers. Even with the
community string changed, this method of authentication
should not be relied upon to secure the protocol. This
method should be used in conjunction with other security
measures to thoroughly mitigate these risks.
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The potential impacts of this vulnerability are large and
far-reaching. Once an attacker has access to the SNMP,
they can not only see all the hardware that is running on
the system, but also the information that is being
exchanged through the network. The attacker can also see
UDP services that could reveal the other active network
services that an organization is running on their network.
This vulnerability also opens systems up to additional
vulnerabilities. If an attacker can map the network they
can target critical services and devices running on the
system for other attacks. Critical machines such as Domain
Name Servers and Mail Servers can easily be found if an
attacker is able to map the network. These two machines
are a favorite of attackers who want to gain access to
password files. Once an attacker gains access to a
password file the network can be opened up further.
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The most recent vulnerabilities in SNMP that were
discovered by OUSPG may also have heavy impacts on systems.
According to CERT Advisory CA-2002-03 the two new
vulnerabilities discovered are:
VU#107186–Multiple
in F8B5
SNMPv1
handling:
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“SNMP trap messages are sent from agents to
managers. A trap message may indicate a warning
or error condition or otherwise notify the
manager about the agent's state. SNMP managers
must properly decode trap messages and process
the resulting data. In testing, OUSPG found
multiple vulnerabilities in the way many SNMP
managers decode and process SNMP trap messages.”
(www.cert.org - CERT Advisory CA-2002-03)
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“SNMP request messages are sent from managers to
agents. Request messages might be issued to
obtain information from an agent or to instruct
the agent to configure the host device. SNMP
agents must properly decode request messages and
process the resulting data. In testing, OUSPG
found multiple vulnerabilities in the way many
SNMP agents decode and process SNMP request
messages.” (www.cert.org - CERT Advisory CA2002-03)
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OUSPG initiated a two-pronged test that would send
thousands of malformed SNMPv1 packets to an agent. The
first part of the test focused on the get, getnext, and set
operations of SNMP, while the second part of the test
generated traps. SNMP products by all vendors tested
failed these tests, exposing the vulnerabilities in SNMP.
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These vulnerabilities are caused by differences in the ways
vendors’ devices receive, decode, and process SNMP service
requests. If SNMP packets are malformed, errors in
processing can occur either at the agent or at the
management station. Depending on the device or vendor,
these processing errors can cause a device to reboot or
crash.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The potential impacts from these vulnerabilities can range
from denial-of-service conditions, format string
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vulnerabilities, and buffer overflows. According to CERT,
attackers may even be able to gain unauthorized access to
systems. The impact of these vulnerabilities will not only
affect a network, but could have far-reaching business
impacts on a company’s bottom line. For a business that
has built their business model around e-commerce, a denialof-service attack that brings down their site could be
extremely costly. Likewise, if an attacker gained
unauthorized access to a network, passwords could be
harvested, possibly giving the attacker access to extremely
confidential information such as customer credit card
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potential
business impacts of an attack like this could also cost a
company dearly either in the form of lost revenue or
degradation of reputation.
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One thing that makes these vulnerabilities so critical is
the fact that the use of SNMP is so ubiquitous in the world
of network management. With so many networks at risk
because of these vulnerabilities, it is necessary to
address these issues quickly. The fact that these
vulnerabilities have been made public is helpful to
administrators trying to keep their networks secure; on the
other hand, it also makes everyone a potential target
because would-be attackers are now aware of the
vulnerabilities as well. Patching these vulnerabilities is
not an option if one wants their network to be secure,
either patch the devices or shut off the service.
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Major Vendors Affected
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As it turns out, one of SNMP’s early features that was
heralded as one of its greatest strengths, may now turn out
to be one of its greatest weaknesses. The simplicity of
this protocol has allowed for widespread use and
interoperability across systems, unfortunately, this now
also leaves most networks vulnerable and has most vendors
clamoring for fixes. SNMP usage is not limited to what
most people think of as typical network devices, like
routers. SNMP runs on operating systems, cable and DSL
modems, image scanners and digital cameras, printers,
copiers
and= AF19
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network
management
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many other devices not typically thought of as core network
devices. Cisco, Sun, and Microsoft are just a few of the
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major vendors whose products are affected by these newly
discovered vulnerabilities.
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Cisco, a major producer of network routers and hubs, has a
number of devices that are susceptible to these
vulnerabilities if they are exploited. Typically, if
exploited, these vulnerabilities would cause the Cisco
device to crash and reboot. An attacker could carry out a
denial of service attack by flooding a network with
malformed SNMP messages that cause the network devices to
crash once they try to process the SNMP requests. Cisco
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has fingerprint
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that are susceptible to these vulnerabilities; however not
all of their products have fixes yet. Cisco recommends
that their customers go to the Cisco website to check for
fixes and upgrade the release of their hardware to patch
these vulnerabilities, if patches exist. (www.Cisco.com)
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Sun Microsystems, a major producer of core network devices
and servers, is another major vendor that has been affected
by these recent vulnerabilities. According to Sun’s
security bulletin, Sun’s Solstice Enterprise Master Agent snmpdx, is vulnerable to a buffer overflow that, if
exploited, would allow root access to the affected system.
Root access to a network would give a potential attacker
most of the information they need to take full advantaged
of a network and the information contained within it. Like
Cisco, Sun has quickly found ways to patch their systems
and have made these patches available on their website.
(www.sun.com)
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Even Microsoft products have been affected by these
vulnerabilities. Like Cisco and Sun, exploiting these
vulnerabilities will cause a buffer overrun, which could
result in a denial of service. Both Microsoft Windows 2000
and the Windows XP operating systems are susceptible to
these exploits, as they provide for SNMP implementation.
One positive in this case, however, is that SNMP
implementation is not part of the default installation for
either operating system. This helps to minimize the risk
that users are running systems with vulnerabilities they
don’t
know =they
the
other
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two vendors we have looked at, Microsoft is also developing
patches for their systems to eliminate the vulnerability.
The Microsoft website has full details on patches that have
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and are being developed. The first step in patching the
vulnerabilities affecting either Windows version is to
check to see if the SNMP service has been enabled. If the
SNMP service is not installed on the operating system, the
operating system is not vulnerable, although other devices
running on the network may still be vulnerable.
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Unilaterally, vendors and watch groups alike are
recommending network administrators disable all of their
SNMP services as a near-term fix until all of the
vulnerabilities in the system can be adequately patched.
Key
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One fingerprint
of the =difficulties
faced
by DE3D
network
now
is the widespread need for patches throughout their
networks. As Josh Turiel, the network services manager at
Holyoke insurance company, said, “The more intricate your
network is, the more exposed you are.”
(www.computerworld.com - “SNMP Devices Open to Attacks”
Again, the interoperability of this protocol has made
almost everything from routers to operating systems
vulnerable to these threats, making the job of patching a
system quite a headache for administrators. Literally
every layer of the network will need to be thoroughly
checked for potential vulnerabilities. Once discovered,
these holes will need to be patched if fixes are available.
If fixes aren’t available for some of the products on the
network running SNMP, an interim workaround solution will
need to be developed until everything can be patched.
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While these vulnerabilities do pose serious risks to
networks operating SNMP, the risks they expose an
organization to can be mitigated in a number of ways. The
obvious first step in this process would be to disable all
SNMP services. Disabling SNMP services will eliminate any
risks associated with these vulnerabilities, as SNMP has to
be running for the vulnerabilities to be exploited. Still,
SNMP provides a valuable service to network administrators
so most businesses will consider this step only a shortterm fix. Disabling SNMP services will allow system
administrators time to check the devices running on their
networks
so= AF19
thatFA27
vendors
canFDB5
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regarding
fixes
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and patches.
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Patches and fixes are another avenue that can be used to
mitigate the risk associated with these vulnerabilities.
While patches and fixes may eliminate the vulnerability in
a certain device, they can only mitigate the risk to a
network if the patches are installed! So, the
identification of vulnerable devices and the subsequent
installation of patches on affected devices will help to
mitigate these risks.
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In addition to patching vulnerable devices, ingress and
egress filtering can be performed on the network. Ingress
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and egress filtering filters network traffic as it leaves
the network. Only those devices that have a business need
to accept inbound traffic should do so. Likewise, only
devices that have a business need to initiate outbound
traffic should do so. Extraneous inbound or outbound
communication could indicate an attack is being initiated
on the network. Monitoring outbound traffic is a powerful
diagnostic to prevent your network from being used to
attack another unsuspecting networks with similar
vulnerabilities. The presence of unusual amounts of
outbound traffic could indicate the network is being used
in the attack of another network. If unusual outbound
traffic is caught in time, disabling the system could help
prevent or cut-short another attack on a similar network.
Ports 161 and 162 both provide SNMP services; these ports
should be filtered and watched closely.
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Another type of filtering can be performed to help mitigate
risk as well. SNMP packets can be filtered to determine
what devices are sending them. Agents should only accept
traffic that comes from known management stations and
management stations should only accept traffic that is
responding to a valid request or a trap sent from a known
agent. For example, SNMP traffic from a management
stations should come from inside the network. If the
filter detects that this traffic is coming from an external
source it should alert the system. This security measure
will help to ensure that an attacker is not spoofing SNMP
traffic to gain access or shut down the network.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Another way to keep an eye on a network is to log traffic
coming into, flowing through, and exiting the network.
Logging is by no means a security strategy specific to
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these SNMP vulnerabilities; it is a generally accepted best
practice to help secure systems. Traffic logging can help
network administrators notice unusual traffic patterns that
may indicate an attack. Logging will not prevent the
attacks, but it can help network administrators gain
valuable information regarding who is attacking them and
what methods they are using.
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As mentioned above, a specific fix to address the community
string vulnerability is relatively simple to implement,
change the default community strings. This does not,
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however,
guarantee
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access to
a network using this vulnerability. The community string
can still be cracked if an attacker intercepts a packet
with the community string in it. This will, however, make
the attacker work harder and longer to crack the community
string, possibly giving a security administrator enough
time to detect the potential attack and react to it.
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Vendors and watch groups alike have done a great job of
educating the public on these vulnerabilities and working
to find solutions and patches to these problems so that
SNMP can be implemented and used without fear of
repercussions. Still, all the patches and public knowledge
cannot take the place of an organized, well secured
network. The burden of eliminating vulnerability
ultimately falls squarely on the shoulders of network
administrators and security administrators who need to be
proactive in installing patches and vigilant about
monitoring their systems.
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Securing systems goes way beyond installing the appropriate
patches to fix system vulnerabilities, although this is a
good place to start.
A combination of techniques should
be used to thoroughly secure systems. The use of
firewalls, vulnerability scanners, virus protection and a
combination of host based intrusion detection and network
intrusion detection systems will help to mitigate the risk
of a system compromise that could have dangerous impacts on
a business.
TheFA27
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new06E4
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vulnerabilities proves that the security landscape of a
network is always changing. Flexibility is a crucial
mindset for a network administrator to possess when it
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comes to security. Just because vulnerabilities have been
found in the SNMP protocol, does not mean it needs to be
abandoned as a means of network management. Appropriate
precautions should be taken to mitigate the risks it
presents. As with most things that are valuable to a
company, a certain amount of risk must be accepted to reap
the benefits of the returns it affords the business.
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SNMP is a valuable protocol that enables network
administrators to effectively manage their network. SNMP
strengths lie in its low overhead and high interoperability
Key
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FA27 2F94operating
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4E46
among
network
devices,
systems,
and A169
other
peripherals. The risks and impacts of these
vulnerabilities have been augmented by the depth and
breadth of SNMP’s use in the market, an affect of its
interoperability. I guess it is true what they say; your
greatest strength can become your greatest weakness.
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